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Abstract: Information security (understood mainly as confidentiality, availability and integrity) plays 
more and more  important  role in every day usage  of IT. The aim of this article is describe these 
characteristics from their theoretical as well as practical part and illustrate, what can happen in case 
any  of  them  is  affected.  However,  as  IT  environments  still  grow  and  are  getting  more  and  more 
complex, avoidance of information security incidents requires cooperation not only in technological 
area,  but  also  across  strategic,  process,  and  organizational  area.  Due  to  growing  level  of  tighter 
organizations, this is going to be one of the biggest challenges of information security for coming 
years. 
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1.  Introduction 
The aim of this article is to specify, what information security incidents can in these days pose a threat 
mainly  to  organisations  (private-owned  as  well  as  governmental/municipal,  but  can  be  helpful  for 
individuals) and why, and how to avoid them.  
In order to do so, first part will be dedicated to what is currently being understood  under the term 
“information  security”,  second  part  will  specify  more  deeply  these  characteristics  and  on  practical 
examples will point out, why they are important and what harm can be caused to organisations of any 
kind.  Final  part  will  sum  up  precautions,  which  should  be  company  (regardless  on  the  form  of 
ownership) introduce in order to minimize risk connected with these threats. 
For  the  purpose  of  this  article  the  term  information  security  will  represent  only  information  in  the 
information systems based on computers (so called data). 
2.  Theory – what is information security 
There are many definitions of the information security in these days in  various norms, methodical 
guides or certification guides. As the author of these article has good experience with ISO 27001:2005 
norm,  following  definitions  are  taken  from  this  norm.  The  information  security  is  there  defined  as 
“preservation  of  confidentiality,  integrity  and  availability  of  information“  and,  as  these  three 
characteristics  of  infosec  are  those  that  are  mentioned  in  every  major  information  security 
management standard, let these 3 characteristics be: confidentiality as “the property that information is 
not made available or disclosed to unauthorized individuals, entities, or processes“, integrity as „the 
property of safeguarding the accuracy and completeness of assets” and availability as “the property of 
being accessible and usable upon demand by an authorized entity “ (all definitions are taken from ISO 
27001:2005). 
3.  Reality of information security 
Information systems were built in order to help people – from the very start they helped us to automate 
some kind of boring and mechanic work, later on they penetrated almost to every part of human being 
activities. In case, they are not working well and they are not supporting people, they are not doing 
what we bought and designed them for. What is worse, in the same time they can do unintended or 
ever harmful action. Moreover, they can even be used to steal from us any personal or business-
related information, what is valuable for us, but shouldnﾴt be known to anyone else. All these events 
can  be  described  as  information  security  incidents  –  the  states,  where  confidentiality,  integrity  or 
availability is affected.  IMPACT OF INFORMATION SECURITY INCIDENTS - THEORY AND REALITY 
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Thatﾴs why confidentiality, integrity and availability will be specified in a more detailed way, and real 
examples will be shown, how harmful the impact on these characteristics can be. 
3.1  Availability 
As  stated  above,  people  created  information  systems  in  order  to  help  them  to  do  some  activity. 
Basically,  IT  are  about  creating  and  receiving,  communication,  usage,  maintaining  and  erasing  of 
data
1. For the majority of the people, availability of information is the main motivation, wh y they 
invested in hardware and software of PCs and servers, network infrastructure and all costs connected 
with applications. Nevertheless, even availability can be understood in different parts of company in a 
different way. IT
2 outage can have, thanks to dependencies on other factors, different impact, although 
we talk about the same process, which is being supported by IT. The only tiny difference is that 
processing of some data must be done on -line, however other can be processed off -line (batch 
processing).  
If we talk about industrial company,  that has highly specialised, however mass production of some 
complex product than outage of the IT part that is responsible for logistics of material can cause 
stopping of the whole assembly line. The same impact can, however have outage of single -purpose 
PC that is in charge of some unique technological activity, how ever from the above mentioned IT part 
is physically fully independent. Similar impact can have outage of internet, which is used as a 
transport  media  from  JIT  suppliers  about  component  delivery,  or  for  data  transfer  between 
manufacturing sites. The outcome is every the time the same – assembly line is stopped – but causes 
and appropriate reactions can be totally different. Calculating of costs will be similar (direct and indirect 
costs connected with stopping of assembly line). 
If we talk about the same company, however now from the supporting processes point of view – e. g. 
calculation of wages/salaries. These are normally being calculated once a month, from IT point of view 
we usually talk about batch processing. These data are not needed during the month, their availability 
is not requested on-line, and due to big load on system runs the processing usually during night. Data 
are available once a month, and processes connected to them can run smoothly (supposing that batch 
processing will run without failures). However, in case the processing would result with a failure, and 
connected  following  processes  could  not  be  realised  (sending  of  money  to  bank  accounts  of 
employees) and processing would be delayed letﾴs say for one week, no direct costs would probably 
arise,  however  it  can  be  expected  that  organisation  could  be  brought  to  trial  due  to  employee 
accusations, who had regular (outflow) transactions based on regular date of income, that could not 
be realised due to this delay and they now would need to pay the penalty. 
Measurement of availability 
Specification  of  availability  is  one  of  the  key  components  from  so  called  SLA  –  Service  Level 
Agreement  (or,  in  bigger  companies,  where  IT  departments  guarantee  something  mutually  OLA  – 
Operation Level Agreement) that is signed between its provider and customer. It is measured in %. 
Usual values are calculated in following table: 
Tab. 1: Availability in numbers - (Source: Wikipedia
3) 
Availability (%)  Outage per year  Outage per month 
(30/360)  Outage per week 
90 ("one nine")  36.5 days  72 hours  16.8 hours 
95  18.25 days  36 hours  8.4 hours 
98  7.30 days  14.4 hours  3.36 hours 
99 ("two nines“)  3.65 days  7.20 hours  1.68 hours 
99.5  1.83 days  3.60 hours  50.4 minutes 
99.8  17.52 hours  86.23 minutes  20.16 minutes 
99.9% ("three 
nines")  8.76 hours  43.2 minutes  10.1 minutes 
                                                       
1 the theory of information from the technical point of view is a part of ILM (Information Lifecycle Management 
theory)  
2 IT (Information technology) = ICT (information and communication technology) + IS (information systems) 
3 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High_availability, 13. 10. 2010 JAN DRTIL 
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However, the specification itself and measurement of availability can sometimes be complicated. First 
and  foremost  it  must  be  specified,  what  is  understood  under  the  term  “outage”.  Outage  of  some 
application/service can be planned (e. g. due to system maintenance) and it is only on both parties of 
the agreement, how these outages will be covered in it. There can be arguing as well, where the 
service is physically being provided – if in case that all IT components are running well, but due to the 
fact that service is being  provided via internet,  which is currently  down, this state is calculated to 
“regular” outage or not. Similar problem in calculations can be in case one IT component is running 
(frontend), however another (backend) not, and the whole complex is not providing required service. 
The most severe incidents (that resulted in the loss of availability of IT) are mentioned in the following 
table: 
Tab. 2: Average direct financial impact ot the most severe security incidents  
(Source: „PSIB ČR ‘09, Ernst & Young, NBÚ, DSM – data security management“) 
Type of incident  Costs (Kč) 
Hardware failure  152 000 
Power outage  123 000 
Computer virus  108 000 
SPAM  86 000 
WAN failure  74 000 
LAN failure  39 000 
Software failure  20 000 
Availability losses are not specific for the Czech republic only, in the past there were for example 
specific issues regarding virus outbreaks (typical example is outage of power plant EDISON in the 
state Ohio (USA) in 2003, when supporting personnel due to inability to isolate in its network NIMDA 
virus caused outage of power supply to New Yorku lasting a couple of hours (Hák & Zelenka, 2005).   
Availability of internet (services) 
If we do not talk about “internal” IT services, but about “external” ones – mainly internet presentations 
can suffer with the loss of availability – for example due to unintentional (environmental – flood, storm) 
events web presentations of companies can be down (e. g. Parametric Technology Corporation)  – 
March 2012 – 2 days outage due to weather storm in USA). 
Loss of service doesnﾴt need to be caused only unintentionally. Web presentations can be target of 
intentional  so-called  Denial  of  Service  (DOS)  or  Distributed  DOS  (DDOS)  attack.  According  to 
(McAfee, 2009) in the year 2007 there were attacked web presentations of Estonia, and the result was 
their outage. In the year 2008 were – due to war in south Ossetia – webs of Georgia under attack, 4. 
6. 2009 some governmental webs of USA, and one week later of South Korea. Another big problem 
with availability is connected with SPAM (unsolicited message delivery). According to the numbers of 
Symantec (daughter company Messagelabs) there was the amount of SPAM 88,9% (07/2010), six 
month average 89,7%. The most up-to-date statistics from Messagelabs states that in 01/2011 the 
amount of SPAM was 78,6%
4. 
Last but not least, there are also attacks against crucial infrastructure of internet (DNS
5 system) “there 
were massive DDOS attacks on root DNS servers, the biggest in the year 2002” (Vijayan, 2006). In 
case there would be DNS service outage for the longer time, the avalanche effect could start and 
there would be massive communication blackout. 
3.2  Integrity 
Integrity  in  real  world  means  mainly  securing  of  accuracy  and  completeness  of  assets.  Thus, 
information provided to us are trustworthy and they are safe against unauthorised modification. There 
can be following points of view regarding integrity: 
  technology 
  content 
                                                       
4 http://www.symantec.com/about/news/release/article.jsp?prid=20110125_01 
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Technology point of view 
From the IT point of view we talk about securing of the fact that data will not be altered – regardless 
whether the data are stored somewhere, or they are transferred between source or destination, or 
during the process of its interpretation in the frontend of its addressee. In more wide view (according 
to  Hanáček  &  Staudek,  2000)  we  can  talk  about  “weak”  and  “strong”  integrity.  “Weak”  is,  when 
securing against modification of the message due to noise, randomness of the sequence etc. is in 
place. On the place where data are stored control counts are sued (e. g. CRC – Cyclic Redundancy 
Check)  and  during  the  data  transfer  appropriate  protocols  are  used  (TCP  –  Transmission  Control 
Protocol). “Strong” is from his point of view “weak” + usage the means of cryptograhy. 
Content point of view 
From  the  content  point  of  view  we  talk  about  loss  of  integrity  in  case  data  were  unintentionally 
modified (in spite of the fact from the technology point of view the integrity was not violated). 
In case integrity was violated (any of those 2 mentioned above), from the point of application which is 
processing the violated data various situations can arise. It depends on the application, how it will 
handle the data. In principle, 3 situations can happen: 
a) Application will fail; the data will not be processed 
b) Data will be partially/fully processed, but error message will be displayed) 
c) All data will be processed (no error message will be displayed) 
a) Application will fail 
This situation in principle means loss of IT availability, because processes that should be supported by 
IT are not supported with all conclusions coming from that fact. Nevertheless, at first sight it is seen 
that something is not in order and it is clear that there is a need to find and remove cause of the 
failure. 
b) Data will be partially/fully processed, but error message will be displayed) 
This situation can be in its impact – based on the context – from the recipient point of view worse or 
better  than  previous  situation.  If  there  is  error  message  displayed,  there  is  a  clear  indication  that 
something is wrong and there is a must to find, what it is and how to solve this state, what was the 
reason for this state. On the other hand, system itself is functional; its availability is not affected.  
c) All data will be processed (no error message will be displayed) 
This situation is the worst from all mentioned above, as it doesnﾴt indicate data integrity violation. Only 
from  the  context  of  the  situation  or  other  indicators  there  can  be  assumption  made  that  there  is 
potential problem somewhere and there is a need to solve something somewhere. 
Preserving of integrity is very serious topic, as mainly intentional unauthorised modification of data 
usually has direct connection to the criminality. That can be done from the outside of the company (in 
order to make a profit), or from the inside (to make a profit or to modify some data, e. g. accounting 
data).  Nevertheless,  there  is  a  must  to  say  that  during  processing  of  data  in  this  case  there  can 
happen failure on the component of IT that is sending the data, or failure of the mechanism of data 
transfer itself as well. Thatﾴs why there is a need to very carefully examine, what is the cause of the 
event.  
Measurement of integrity 
Proactive measurement of integrity is complicated, normally we can only say if the integrity is OK, or is 
violated (reactively). From the data storage point of view, there is a CRC mechanism mentioned above 
that be used, and similar mechanisms are implemented and used on other software level – mainly in 
operational systems for file systems and databases. For checking of integrity via data transfer means 
of cryptography (so called “hash”) can be used. 
The impact of the integrity in all cases mentioned above can cause stopping of some activities of the 
company, but what is worse, some data can be (un)intentionally modified, what can cause add-on 
costs  (e.  g.  in  case  some  wasters  will  be  produced,  providing  of  partial  or  distorted  information). 
Intentional misleading of somebody can cause his direct financial loss (e. g. in case of IS serving for 
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Loss of integrity can be also used for political purposes and can happen in the technology/industry 
field as well. There was found a virus called Stuxnet, which was specifically designed to modify the 
software PLC STE7. Falliere (2011) slowed down centrifuges for uranium enrichment in the nuclear 
base in Iran (but for staff supporting the centrifuges everything seemed to be OK). 
3.3  Confidentiality 
Confidentiality is in more simple language securing that information is available only to those who are 
authorised to see it. In order to prevent unauthorised access to the data, two constructs are used in IT 
– authentication and authorisation
6  
Authentication 
„Authentication means checking of proclaimed identity of the subject. Authentication means checking 
of  genuineness.  Authentication  is  a  security  measure  and  secures  against  impersonation 
/masquerading  of  identity,  where  subject  claims  to be  someone  who  it  is  not. We  can  distinguish 
between the authentication of entity (person, program) and message”. 
According to the value of information, to which there is a need to approve access we can distinguish 
authentication with reference to the factors which are to be taken into consideration. There are 4 ways 
of authentication now: 
1) knowledge of something   
2) possession of something  
3) check of identity 
4) check of geographical location 
Principle 1) Used the most times, least expensive. User knows his username and password (according 
to  the  password  policy  with/without  with  appropriate  quality).  When  accessing  the  system,  it  will 
evaluate them and in case they are valid and user is active, next step (authorisation) follows. 
Principle 2) Relatively widespread mainly in large companies, uses for example employee badges. 
Badge  is equipped  with chip (or chips –  e. g. contact one  and contactless), and  when accessing 
company possessions, badge is added to the card reader, which reads the data and compares them 
with the backend database. Alternatively, other devices (RSA token, USB token etc.) can be used. 
Principle 3) Possible usage for highly sensitive areas. It uses scanners for some kind of “human being” 
specific attributes (eye, papillary lines, voice identification). This technology is  – based on author’s 
experience – in the stage of pilot testing. 
Principle 4) Identification of user based on the geographic location (and assessment, if he really could 
be  in  this  location  –  using  comparison  of  GPS  coordinates).  This  type  of  identification  is  more 
laboratory  principle,  however  e.  g.  in  internet  banking  this  could  be  appropriate  add-on  criteria  to 
currently used (sending to account located in the Asia could for example be a priori blocked). 
Authorisation 
Following  process  after  successful  authentication  is  authorisation.  “Authorise  means  be  elligible, 
authorise means allow, agree, delegate, empower. If we talk about authorisation, it means that some 
entity (user, program) wants to access tome sources (e. g. file or server). In  order to access the 
resources, the entity must be authorised – empowered (it has to have access rights)”. 
If we omit internet presentation of companies, where it is a purpose not to authenticate and authorise 
potential user, the simplest (and the most used) authentication method is one factor (using password 
or PIN). Reality nevertheless shows that this kind of access has significant problems. 
Password – usually chain of characters with some pre-defined length. If this is the only factor that 
stand between attacker and access to data, it should be complicated enough in order not to be able to 
guess it (for attack with “brute force” nowadays mainly dictionaries are used, sophisticated methods 
cover pre-counted prints of password in so-called “rainbow tables” and other methods). One security 
incident on the web RockYou
7 shows that people use passwords which are easy  to remember (and 
                                                       
6 definition of authentication and authorisation token from www.cssi.cz [cit. 2008-05-05]). 
7 
http://www.imperva.com/news/press/2010/01_21_Imperva_Releases_Detailed_Analysis_of_32_Million_Password
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thus easy to break). In top 10 there were for example word „password“ or sequence of numbers of 
various length starting with 1. Logging module of information systems usually enables to set up the 
length of the password, his complexity (bigger/smaller characters, numbers and special characters) 
and maximal amount of iterations. Research done in this field Falliere (2009) in internet non-facing 
system, showed that people create passwords in a pre-defined way and thus it is not so complicated 
(using humans or machines) to guess them. Main conclusions coming out of this research are: 
  all users used by first input dictionary word or password 
  79% of users has to system repeatedly ask to type-in password, because first input didnﾴt 
match the length or combination of requested character typesﾨ 
  all users used in the text part capital letter only once – on the beginning of the password 
  all users followed the sequence capital letter – small letter – number – special character 
PIN – is numeric string with a various length, used e. g. in internet banking. Even knowledge of this 
string can lead to the security incident with financial loss. According to Latal, 2003 „In California there 
was  arrested  salesman  Kenneth  Traves,  whoﾴs  computer  software  found  out  PINs  of  hundreds 
payment  cards  and  before  found  by  the  police,  achieved  to  „cut  out“  of  them  over  50  millions  of 
dollars“. 
Theft of Identity 
There is a vas field of misuse of confidential information like credit card numbers or identificators (so 
called “stealing of identity”). Even internet payment instruments were misused. Based on Přibyl (2005) 
there was a combination of misleading of user using fake e-mail who followingly enables withdrawal 
from his account using system PayPal. The same source cites the cause,  when the same Social 
Security Number (in USA used like ID) was used more times in order to find job for various individuals 
without knowledge of the one, whom this ID was given. Based on the figures of Přibyl (2005) there 
was in the year 2004 9,3 Mio causes marked, where identity was stolen. 
According to the study publicised in 2006 by US Federal Trade Commission
8 10% of victims thanks to 
“stealing of identity” suffer the loss of 1 200 USD or higher. In the category “Newly founded bank 
accounts and others” 10% of the victims with the highest loss suffers 3 000 USD at least and 5% 5000 
USD at least. 
Theft of Information (Know-how) 
But not only identity can be stolen. There is a discipline called Competitive Intelligence – which is by 
Fitzpatrick & Burke (2003) being defined as “systematic process initiated by an organisation in order to 
find  and  analyse  information  about  competitors,  suppliers,  customers  and  overall  social-politic-
economic  environment  of  the  company“  –  it  means  “use  various  information  sources  in  order  to 
increase competitiveness of the company and simultaneously decrease competitive advantage of its 
rivals.  Information  is  often  gained  using  legitimate/ethical  means  and  hidden  means  including 
economy espionage“. Relatively big amount of causes can be found for example on the  websites 
dedicated to computer crime and section of intellectual property,  which  is being supported by  US 
Ministry of Justice
9. The estimation of harm caused by the theft of intellectual property varies from 45 
mil. USD per year
10 to others
11 (according to Fitzpatrick & Burke, 2003) which go up to 250 mil. USD. 
From the technology point of view the methods vary  – starting with the „strategic alliances“ of the 
companies in order to realise comparative advantage, and not taking appropriate precautions till thefts 
of laptops/installing of spyware in them (last known cause is called Night Dragon, where data from 
energetics industry was stolen
12). 
4.  Law point of view 
From the organisations point of view there is not only business point of view or contractual point of 
view that, what must be considered. Based on the business the organisation is doing, law point of view 
                                                       
8 http://www.ftc.gov/os/2007/11/SynovateFinalReportIDTheft2006.pdf [cit. 2010-10-15] 
9 www.cybercrime.gov [cit. 2010-10-15] 
10 http://abcnews.go.com/sections/tech/DailyNews/transmetaspy000701.html [cit. 2002-01-28] 
11  Shanley, A.  –  Crabb,  C.  (1998,  December).  Corporate  espionage  no  longe  a  hidden  threat.  in  Chemical 
Engineering, 105(13), 82 
12 http://www.symantec.com/connect/articles/nightdragon-myth [cit. 2011-02-11] JAN DRTIL 
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is important. In the Czech Republic there are the most specific information-related laws that should not 
be omitted (this listing is incomplete, other exist as well): 
  Inadequately secured personal information or non-authorised collecting of them can be in 
contradiction with law No. 101/2000 Sb. „about securing of personal data“ – penalty to 
organisation can reach in specific case up to Kč 10 000 000,-. 
  Sending of unsolicited emails can be punitive based on the law No. 480/2004 Sb. „about some 
services of information society“. 
  Penalty can be given in case accountancy of the organisation is not in good order (law No. 
563/1991 Sb. „accountancy law“. 
5.  Precautions to take 
In case organisation would like to avoid losses from information security incidents there are basically 4 
areas, in which precautions are to be taken: 
1) Strategic/ area 
2) Organisational area 
3) Process area 
4) Technological area 
5.1  Strategic area 
The key for success is the understanding and acceptance of the responsible ones (management). 
Management of the organisation must understand, where (in general) the risks are and how severe 
they – in comparison to other business risks. 
In order to undertake systematic approach, following things must be done: 
a) responsible person must be assigned, who will be in charge of this process (either partial or full-time 
responsibility must be assigned).  
b) resources to this person must be dedicated (without resources or managerial power there is only 
small chance to succeed 
a)  process  of  information  security  management  (based  for  example  on  ISO  27001:2005)  must  be 
implemented (as if no process in place, there is a high risk that only partial problems will be solved and 
information security will not be taken as a complex process) 
5.2  Organisational area 
Once strategic approach is taken (see point 4.1) the whole information security management process 
must be established within organisation. Its organisation structure can vary: 
a)  IT Security is a part of IT structures. The positives are that people here are usually skilled IT 
professionals, the drawback is that inferiority to one Head of Department with controlled ones 
(IT) sometimes can diminish the way and importance of some findings 
b)  IT Security is a part of Security structures. The positives are that there is no inferiority to IT 
and regular audits, controls and findings can be more straightforward, the drawback is that 
people from physical security usually have the lack the IT know-how 
Personal coverage of this area is problem in smaller companies, where all security related topics must 
be covered with all-in-one person and there is a lack of these specialists of the labour market. 
5.3  Process area 
Once strategic approach is taken, information security management process must be implemented. 
Based  on  current  well-known  methodologies  (e.  g.  ISO  27001:2005),  systematic,  sustainable 
approach is to be implemented (so called “Deming cycle”). It means: 
a)  Planning – make a brief overview, where the assets are, what are they worth for (Business 
Impact Assessment) –specifying so called “scope” 
b)  Doing – making Risk assessment, proposing suitable solutions and agreement with 
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c)  Checking – cross-checking after implementation that the level of risk has (after the 
implementation) met expectations from management side 
d)  Act – evaluating of trends and re-evaluating the whole scope (in the meaning of its breadth)     
During the step “Doing” it is clear that new processes which are more concentrated on 
Security itself than on the process will arise. These have to be closely watched during next 
rounds of Deming Cycle. 
5.4  Technological area 
The outcome of risk assessment should have form of so called “risk mitigation plan” which generally 
says, what risks are to be prevented and how. Main precautions are: 
a)  For  achievement  of  availability:  load  balancing,  clustering,  duplicating  of  power  supply  or 
process precautions (“hotline support”). 
b)  For  achievement  of  integrity:  regular  checks  and  auditing,  when  needed,  usage  of  means 
cryptography 
c)  For achievement of confidentiality: data classification, and based on this role based access, 
with  appropriate  technology  background  (means  of  authentication,  authorisation, 
implementation of the means of cryptography  
5.5  Precautions - Summary 
Implementing of information security management system has 4 main parts – strategic one, where 
management is supposed to say general “yes” to information security, and dedicates responsibility 
and  resources.  As  security  is  usually  the  matter  of  power,  organisational  area  must  assure  that 
information  security  responsible  person  will  have  enough  power  to  establish  unpopular 
measures/processes, which will soon arise within the organisation. Process area must cover the whole 
lifecycle of impact/risk assessment, planning and realisation of precautions and evaluation of their 
effectiveness.  Technological  area  must  assure  usage  of  the  appropriate  technologies  in  order  to 
achieve goals set by management. 
6.  Conclusion 
Information security starts to play – in connection with IT penetrating almost every part of human being 
activities – essential role, sometimes even “business enabler”. We do count on the functionality and 
security of IT, in order to achieve functionality of the processes IT is supporting.  
Essential part of information security play characteristics called confidentiality, availability and integrity. 
the aim of the article was bring to light what exactly these characteristics mean, what is their specific 
content, and how they can be tracked into any part of IT. Hand in hand with this theory, reality world 
security  incidents  were  presented,  which  should  illustrate  what  is  really  the  point  of  information 
security, and why is it so important to understand it.  
Final part was dedicated to the proposal of activities, which should take place in order to minimise 
potential  impact  of  information  security  incidents  mentioned  above.  It  was  stressed  that  without 
implementation  of  information  security  management  system  (represented  for  example  with  ISO 
27001:2005) organisation canﾴt avoid losses in a longer time period. However, in order to achieve 
success  in  this  area,  information  security  is  not  only  problem  of  technology,  but  strategical, 
organisational and process topics must be considered as well. Key issue in this area is the acceptance 
of importance of this topic by the company management, assigning the responsibility and sourcing. 
 JAN DRTIL 
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